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Water Fountain for pets Catlink Pure
Take  care  of  your  pet's  health.  The  Catlink  Pure  smart  fountain  is  an  innovative  device  that  will  let  you  know  your  pet's  habits.  The
drinker connects to an app, thanks to which you gain access to ready-made reports on cat/dog health. It allows you to detect alarming
symptoms early and then prevent the development of diseases. In addition, it  recognizes cats using the drinker and stands out for its
carefully thought-out design.
 
Clean water
Have confidence that the water your pet is drinking is clean and safe for his health. Catlink Pure is equipped with a filter that purifies
water  from contaminants  in  it,  such as  hair,  as  well  as  calcium and magnesium ions,  prevents  limescale  and odor.  It  also softens the
water, protecting your furry friend from kidney disease.
 
For the sake of your pet's health
Catlink Pure can recognize the pets using the fountain around the clock, so you'll  know the habits of each pet. The data automatically
goes  to  the  app,  and  a  report  will  be  generated  based  on  it.  In  this  way,  you  can  track  the  health  of  your  pet  and  prevent  the
development of possible diseases. Note: for the device to work properly, cats should wear the included collars and pendants.
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Safety of use
The Catlink Pure smart fountain is designed to be completely safe to use. It will automatically turn off when the tank runs out of water,
thus  preventing  damage  to  the  device.  In  addition,  it  displays  the  amount  of  water  in  the  tank  and  will  remind  you  to  refill  it.  This
message will be signaled by a red indicator and a notification in the app (when its level is less than 25%).
 
More possibilities with the app
Download a dedicated app take full control of the device. From its level you can adjust the drinker's operation to your pet's needs, track
the device's operation and your pet's health status. Catlink offers 4 modes of operation: Flowing pumps water every 30 minutes, and Eco
- every 3 minutes. Meanwhile, Smart mode delivers water when the cat is detected, and then pauses when the cat moves away from the
device. Additionally, Rinse pumps water for 20 seconds.
 
Thoughtful design
The ceramic bowl of the Catlink smart fountain is anti-bacterial and safe to use. What's more, the modular design makes it easy to clean.
The  unit  is  also  resistant  to  water  and  corrosion,  and  the  ABS  plastic  construction  ensures  optimal  weight  and  provides  stability.
Meanwhile, the semi-circular cover makes it easy to keep clean and prevents water splashing. In addition, the device operates quietly (

Preço:

€ 93.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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